MAY 5TH HAMEAST MEETING MINUTES
(～HAPPY CINCO DE MAYO!～)

WHO'S HERE: Erika, Hayden, Anna, Brandon, Amy, Austin, Charlie, Kevin, Amber, Zaky, Meech, Dez Anthony

General Council
- Pokemon tournament May 23
- Name change for 2 halls (Deedy and Dunn)
- Drag Show this Thursday at 8pm
- Tie-Diversity May 14th - a “hall gov bonding” event (still open to everyone)

HAMSTOCK WHOOT WHOOT
- Prizes
  - Kevin got a $20 giftcard from Little Burger
  - Re-contacting places (Starbs, Prince Pucklers, Duck Store)
  - HAYDEN pick up concert tickets
- TieDye
  - Thanks Mark for the list!
  - But where are we getting the dye??
- RA Shifts
  - 3pm-5pm: Chrissa Amanda Adam
  - 5pm-7pm: Coyote Nathan
  - 7pm-9pm: Sara Matt
- Drinks
  - Put drinks in the inflatable pool!
- Costco shopping crew
  - Monday 12pm Austin Hayden Brandon Zaky (maybe Kevin...?)
  - Mountain Dew, Coca Cola, Dr. Pepper, Sprite, Hawaiian Punch (OMG THESE THINGS COME IN CANS???), lemonade, TreeTop apple juice, Cactus cooler (IF it can be found....)
  - BUY PRIORITY BY CHEAPEST
- INVITE YO’ DAMN FRIENDS TO THE EVENT ON FACEBOOK, JESUS PEOPLE. IT’S YOUR ONE JOB (besides all your other jobs)
- HERO Trip
Thursday at 3:15pm ERIKA AMBER BRANDON MEECH ZAKY (Amy and Kevin will try)
Friday 3pm ERIKA AMY MEECH BRANDON

- SARC Pick Up
  - Volunteers: 3:45pm Friday 15th Amber Austin Hayden Anna Brandon Meech Erika

- Chalking
  - Next Thursday after tabling event

- Stage Management
  - 2 wireless and 3 wired mics
  - NO on stage manager
  - Budgeting $200 for generator now 😊

- Gifts for the performers
- Measure out lights to go around the stage

Tabetha's video

Delta Plus:
Made lots of good decisions
Discussed things
Erika is Queen

Delta Minus:
Went over 9:00
Got a bit sidetracked at times